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One of the most famous and frustrating problems in algebra is the zero divisor conjecture. 

In this work we study some analytical versions of this conjecture. We will give sufficient 

conditions to determine when elements of CG are uniform nonzero divisors, we also give 

sufficient conditions to determine when elements of CG are p-zero divisors. Examples of 

p-zero divisors will also be given. Also a measure theoretic approach to the zero divisor 

conjecture will be given.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In this dissertation we study some analytical versions of the zero divisor conjecture. To 

begin this story let f be a complex valued function on a discrete group G. We may represent 

f as a formal sum )>,¢G4a,g where a, € C and f(g) = ay. With respect to the counting 

measure we can form the following Lebesgue spaces, L(G), Co(G) and L?(G),1 < p< oo. 

These spaces may be thought of in the following ways. L(G) will consist of all formal 

suMS )geG agg for which sup,eq|a,| < oo, Co(G) will consist of those formal sums for 

which the set {g | |a,| > ¢€} is finite for all « > 0, and L?(G) will consist of those formal 

sums for which }7j¢q |ag|” < 20. Let CG be the group ring of G over C, so CG consists 

of all formal sums }°,¢q 4g where a, = 0 for all but finitely many g. Then CG can also 

be thought of as the complex valued functions on G with compact support. The following 

inclusions are clear: 

CG C L(G) € CoG) C L™(G). 

For @ = )jeq agg € L'(G) and 8 = Deg bag € L®(G),1 < p< ~, we define a multiplica- 

tion +: L1(G) x L?(G) — L(G) by 

atrB= S agb,gh = S>( S Qgn-15;,)9. 

gh g€G hEG 

If G € Co(G) the above product is in Co(G). 

While working on a problem concerning L?-cohomology of Groups, Joel Cohen made 

the following conjecture [2]. If G is a torsion free group, a is a nonzero element in CG and 

3 is a nonzero element in £2(G), then a + 3 is nonzero. Cohen proved his conjecture for 

the case G torsion free abelian[1], and Peter Linnell has proved Cohen’s conjecture for the 

cases G elementary amenable, G orderable [7],{8]. The classical zero divisor conjecture from



algebra states that if G is torsion free, and a, § are nonzero elements in CG, then ax # 0. 

Clearly this is a special case of Cohen’s conjecture, which explains the title of this work. 

A natural question to ask is what can we say about Cohen’s conjecture if we replace 2 

by any finite p. In this dissertation we will show that the conjecture is false for any p > 2, 

even in the case G torsion free abelian. We also give sufficient conditions on a € CZ” to 

ensure that a * 3 # 0, whenever (3 is a nonzero element of Co(Z"). Similar results will also 

be proven for free groups. We will apply some of our results to a problem from the theory of 

trigonometric series. Also, we will give a measure theoretic approach to Cohen’s conjecture.



Chapter 2 

Some background from analysis 

We begin with some algebra like definitions. Let a € L(G). If there exists a nonzero 

2 in L?(G), p finite, such that a * 8 = 0, then we shall say that a is a p-zero divisor. If 

a+ #0 for all G € Co(G) \ 0, then we shall say that a is a uniform nonzero divisor. 

Now let’s do some analysis. Given a real number p > 1, we will always let q denote 

the conjugate index of p, i.e., if p > 1 then 7+ = 1, and q = wif p= 1. Let 

f = Noe dgg € L?(G),h = Veg bgg € L4(G) and define a map (-,-): L?(G) x L(G) + C 

by 

(f,h) = » dgby. 
g€G 

Fix h € £9(G). Then (-,h) is a continuous linear functional on L?(G). By the Riesz 

representation theorem every continuous linear functional on L?(G) is of this form. Let 

y € G and let f € L°(G). The right translation of f by y will be denoted by f,, where 

fy(z) = f(zy—'). Set T?[f] equal to the closure in L?(G) of the set of linear combinations 

of translates of f. Using the Hahn-Banach theorem we see that T?[f] = L?(G) if and 

only if no nonzero continuous linear functional on L?(G) vanishes on all translates of f. 

For 3 = Docgagg € L™(G), set B* = Vyeqgigg"' and B = Yyegigg. The following 

proposition will give the link between multiplication (algebra) and the span of translates in 

a function space (analysis). 

Proposition 1 Let a be an element of L1(G). Then a is a p-zero divisor if and only if 

T7| a* | is not equal to L1(G). 

Proof: Let y € G and write a = )’jeqagg. Then a* = geG 499" and a*, = 

geG Fyg-19- If B = Viegbgg € L(G), then (a * B)(Yy) = Moeqayg-15g = (a*,,B), 
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hence a * 3 = 0 if and only if (a,.3) = 0 for all y EG. oO 

Let’s do some Fourier analysis. For the rest of this chapter we will assume that G is 

abelian. Let [ be the group of homomorphisms from G to the unit circle in C. T is known 

as the dual group of G. Also a topology can be defined on I that makes it a compact 

topological group. If f = )ojeq agg € L\(G), the Fourier transform of f is defined by 

f(y) = 0 ag(97", 7) 
g€G 

where y € I and (g~!, 7) = y(g~'). Let Z(f) denote the elements in I such that f(y) = 0. 

The following lemma will be crucial for later work. 

Lemma 1 Let f € L'(G). [fy €G, then Z(f,) = Z(f). 

Proof: . Let yEG 

fy(7) = S~ gy (9, 7) 

géG 

= 3 Agy-} (ytyg7, 7) 

g€G 

= Vo ayy-i(y', 1)(y97"5 7) 
g€G 

= (91) Do Sqy-1 (9977) 
g&G 

= (yy) f(y): 

The lemma now follows since |(y~!, 7)| = 1. 0 

Denote by M(TI) the set of bounded regular measures on I’, and let M(E) be the elements 

in M(T) that are concentrated on the closed set E. Let » € M(T). The Fourier-Stieltjes 

transform of y is defined by 

A(z) = | (e7)du(y) 
where z € G. Since |(z,7)| = 1 for all z € G we see that f € L™(G), thus fi is a continuous 

linear functional on L'(G). Set j*(g) = fi(g-!). The following lemma will be useful in 

constructing p-zero divisors.



Lemma 2 If f = Dyeqagg € L'(G) and p € M(Z(f)), then (fy, fa") = 0 for ally in G. 

Furthermore, if ji* € L?(G) and p is finite, then f* is a p-zero divisor. . 

Proof: 
  

(f,i") = >° a pr(g) 
geG 

= Da, fo auy) 
g96&G 

= / D> ag9(97", y)du(7) 
géG 

= 0 

since ) eG ag(g, y= f(7). The first part of the lemma now follows from lemma 1. The 

second part of the lemma follows immediately from proposition 1. im 

We now develop the concept of spectral synthesis, which is important in proving that 

certain elements of £'(Z”) are uniform nonzero divisors. Let E be a closed subset of 

I, I(E) the set of all f € L(G) such that EF C Z(f), and let j(E) be the set of all 

f € L(G) such that E C O C Z(f) where O is an open set in I. Denote by J(E) the 

closure of j(£) in the Z1(G)-norm, clearly J(E) C I(E). Let y € G, f € J(E)(I(E£)). 

It follows from Lemma | that f, € J(E)(I(£)), so both [(E£) and J(£) are translation- 

invariant subspaces of L1(G). Let @(£) = {h € L™(G) | (f,h) = 0, f € I(E)} and 

W(E) = {he L™(G) | (f,h) = 0, f € J(E)}. E is said to be a set of spectral synthesis 

(S-set) if [(E) = J(E). E is a set of uniqueness if U(E)N Co(G) = 0, if E is not a set of 

uniqueness then EF is a set of multiplicity. 

By taking the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of the point measures contained in M (EF), we 

can identify E with a subset of L(G). The following are easily deduced from chapter 7 of 

[13], and will be used in the sequel. 

1. &(E) is the weak*-closed subspace of L(G) generated by E. 

2. 6(E) is the weak*-closure of {j1 | uw € M(E)}.



3. If a*h = 0, where a € L'(G) and hh € L®~(G), then h € V(Z(a)).



Chapter 3 

Preliminaries for G = Z” 

We begin the chapter by discussing Fourier analysis for the case G = Z”. It is well 

known that T”, where T= [—7, 7]/{—7 ~ 7}, is the dual group of Z"; see chapter 1 of [13] 

for the details. If f € L1(Z”), the Fourier transform of f is 

= > f(m)eW*) 

mez” 

where t € T” and m-t is the usual Euclidean inner product. The Fourier transform induces 

an isometry between L?(Z”) and L?(T”). For g € L?(T"), the inverse map to the Fourier 

transform is given by 

2 20 

am) =f ff g(ti,--- n)etduk= 1m) dt. dtp 

where m = (mj,...,;™n) € Z". Recall that C~(T”) denotes the infinitely differentiable 

  

functions on T”. The next lemma is a generalization of exercise 4 from page 30 of [6]. 

Lemma 3 Ifgec=(T), then $7 |a(m)| Sil 9 Ileaery 
mez” 

0° 9 n 

(a) 
a™-1g [fo y\rt 

* ( =) dX O2;, oe O25, ) 
1<11<-<tn-1 <n 

O”"g 

Or, ...02y         L?(T™) 

    L?(T™) 

      
    

  

  

oo 2 n-2 O"-2g 

\ k=l k2 1<t) <-<in-a <n O02, e- .OXi,_> L?(T™) 

Og be > . 
B 1<t<n dz; L?(T”)



Proof: Since our proof is easy to generalize, we will prove the lemma for the case n = 2. 

To begin with 

(ni ,n2 jez? ; ny #0 

+ D7 19(0,m2))+ D7 |9(m,n2)]. 
n2#0 n1 #0,nz2 #0 

Using integration by parts we obtain 

42 2n p27 oe? . 

Tebgg (m1, 22) =74/ 0 Fabay ti wadelntms9) din dia 
2nr pla . 

anus [ [aensnem dade 
= —NN2G(N1, N2). 

  

With the help of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the Parseval’s relation we obtain 

1 2 

 lamml= a9 
n,#0,n2 #0 n; #0,n2 40 ning Ox1022 

    

(m4 ’ n2) 

    

    

  

  

        

        

ae 021022 Or 12(1)_ 

It can be shown by similar calculations that 

g(n1,9)| < (a and 
2) MOS 2 ke) Wer lizaca) 

a0.) <] 5 (3) 
a d Oz 12(T?) | 

The lemma follows after we make the observation that |9(0,0)| < |lgllz(72)- O 

Corollary 1 If g € C®(T"), then there exists an f € L1(Z") such that f = g. 

Let E be a closed subset of V = (—7,7)" and set d equal to the Euclidean distance 

from E to R" \ V. Let U, be the set of points of R” at a distance less than ¢ from E, 

where r is a natural number. Edwards constructs a function F on R” [4,pp229-230] such



that Z(F) = E and F € C™(R"), the infinitely differentiable functions on R”. By using 

the U,’s defined above in place of the U,’s used in Edward’s argument, we construct a 

function g such that Z(g) = E and g is constant on the frontier of V, so g € C~(T"). By 

the above corollary we see that given a closed set E C V there exists a f € L1(Z") such 

that Z(f) = E. Now suppose that EF is any closed set on T”. Write F as the union of two 

nonempty closed sets EF), Ez and let f,, fe € L1(Z”") such that Z(f;) = E;. Since L'(Z”) is 

ating and Z(f; * fo) = Z(fi) U Z(f2) = E, we can conclude that given a closed set & on 

T” there exists an f € L'(Z") such that Z(f) = E. 

We conclude this chapter by giving some geometric definitions that will be needed in 

chapter 5. Recall that V = (—7,7)". Identify V with an open subspace of T”. Let 

f € L'(Z") and a9 € E = Z(f)NV. We shall say that ro is a regular point if there exists an 

open neighborhood U of zo such that F,, = UN E is a smooth m-dimensional submanifold 

of V, where m is a natural number. Consider F,, in a sufficiently small neighborhood of zo 

and write F,, as the image of a smooth mapping ¢:W — V, where W is a neighborhood 

of the origin in R™. Also assume that the vectors oe weey a are linearly independent 

for each z € W. Now suppose.for each yo € W and each unit vector 7 € V, there is a 

multi-index 7, with |7] > 1, so that 

82[d(z) . nl ln=yoF 0 

(where of course ¢(z)-7 is the usual Euclidean inner product). The smallest k so that, for 

each unit vector 7, there exists a 7 with |j| < & for which 

d3[d(x) “1 le=yo # 0 

is called the type of @ (and of F,,) at yo. Also, if W; C W is a compact set, the type of ¢ in 

W, is defined to be the maximum of the types of the yo € Wi. If Fz, is an—1 dimensional 

submanifold of V, we can compute the (n — 1) x (n — 1) matrix 

ao 

(aesdex)



The eigenvalues of the above matrix are called the principal curvatures of F,. at xo, and 

their product is the Gaussian curvature of F,, at Zo. 
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Chapter 4 

Uniform nonzero divisors 

Throughout this chapter we will assume that G is abelian. We begin with 

Theorem 1 Let G be a torsion free group and let a € L'(G). If Z(a) is a proper subgroup 

of T, then a 1s a uniform nonzero divisor. 

Proof: Let A= {a€G|-y(a)=1 for all y € Z(a)}. Then A is known as the annihilator 

subgroup of Z(a), and A #0 since Z(a) # I. Observe that A is infinite since G is torsion 

free. Let h € ®(Z(a)) and fix g € G such that h(g) 4 0. Now |h(ga)| = |h(g)| for alla € A 

since y(ga) = 7(g)7(a) = 7(g), hence h is not in Co(G) because A is infinite. Using theorem 

7.5.2(d),[13], we see that Z(a) is an S-set , so ¥(Z(a))MCo(G) = 0 and the theorem follows. 

Oo 

Note that the theorem is still true if the subgroup generated by Z(q) is not all of I. 

Corollary 2 If Z(a) is a proper subgroup of [', then Z(a) is a set of uniqueness. 

We will now discuss uniform nonzero divisors for the case G = Z". We begin with the 

following interesting 

Proposition 2 Suppose that E,, Ez are closed sets of uniqueness on T". If E,; U Ez is a 

S-set, then E, U E2 is a set of uniqueness. 

Proof: |We know from the discussion in chapter 3 that there exist functions f,, fz in 

L\(Z”) such that E; = Z(f;). Let h € Co(Z"). Since the E£;’s are sets of uniqueness and 

fixfo € L'(Z”), it follows that (f,*f2)*h = Oifand only if h = 0. Since E,UE2 = Z( fi * fo) 

and £, U Ez is a S-set we see that F, U E2 is a set of uniqueness. oO 

We consider the case G = Z first. Write G multiplicatively with generator g. By this we 

11



mean that g” corresponds to the integer n, and g"g™ = g™t™ corresponds to n+ m. Let 

0#a6€CZ. Thinking as above it is easy to see that a is a Laurent polynomial in the 

variable g. Hence, the set of zeros for @ is finite. Invoking theorem 4.2 of [4] we see that 

T3[a| = L7(Z) for all real g > 1, so by proposition 1 a is a uniform nonzero divisor. In the 

next chapter we will see that this is not true for the case n > 2. What is true for this case 

is 

Theorem 2 Leta e€ L'(Z"). If Z(a) is contained in a finite union of proper closed cosets, 

then a is a uniform nonzero divisor. 

Proof: For our purposes the case n = 1 is done above, so we will assume that n > 2. Let 

4(21,.--52n) = 21 — In, 80 4(01,...,9n) = e7* — em and Z(y) = {(1, 02, .--,On—1591) | 

—r <6 < mh. Zy)isa proper subgroup of T”, so it is a set of uniqueness. Assume 

for now that Z(a@) is a coset on T”. By translation we may assume that Z(a) C Z(y), 

so W(Z(a)) C V(Z(7)), thus Z(y) is a set of uniqueness. The theorem now follows from 

theorem 7.5.2[13] and proposition 2. O 

12



Chapter 5 

p-zero divisors 

We start by giving sufficient conditions on a for it to be a p-zero divisor, when a € 

L'(Z"). The notation and definitions from chapter 3 will be used freely in this chapter. 

Let’s begin with 

Theorem 3 Leta € L'(Z"), n > 2, and suppose that zo 1s a regular point in Z(a). If Fr, 

is of finite type k, then @* is a p-zero divisor for p > nk. 

Proof: Let zo be a regular point of Z(a@) such that F,, is a submanifold of finite type 

k. Let uw be a smooth nonzero mass density on the closure of F,, in R". The theorem will 

follow from lemma 2 once we show that f* € L°(Z") for p > nk. Let 04 7 € Z", it is 

shown in chapter 8 of [14] that 

\a(n)| < Clni-# 

where | -| is the usual Euclidean norm and C is some constant. Set 7 = (m4,...,™n),7/ = 

(m;,+1,...,™Mn+1) and let 7 be the least integer greater than n2. The triangle inequality 

implies that |n’| — n? < |n|, so for |n| > nz — 1 we obtain 

lam)? < (C(lnly-#)” 
< (C(\n'| - n2)-#)” 

mntl mi +1 
< vee (Cf(x))? dzy...drn, 

mn mi 

as 
where f(z) = ((23 feee$ 22)? — n? ) * 2 =(21,..-,2n) € R”. For N € N we have 

S- latnP< Slat) P+ 
nr N p 

néZ Anl< In|<n2+1 

13



mnt m,+1 / vf (Cf(x))Pday...dtq. (5.1) 
mn my 

ltn¥<|n|<N+; 
Let p be a real number strictly greater than nk, so 

Ion. p(F(e))Pder «day 

is finite, hence 

~ fr .. fg ayraa dB, 
n€Z”,|n[>1+n2 mn m 

converges. Letting N — oo in (5.1) we obtain >,» |fi(7)|? < 00; therefore, @* € L?(Z") 

for p > nk. oO 

Corollary 3 If a is as in theorem 3, then T'{a* | # L9(Z”) for q such that 1 <q < —&. 

Proof: Use proposition 1. Oo 

The next corollary gives better estimates for certain a in L1(Z”"). 

Corollary 4 Let a € L}(Z"), 7 > 2..Suppose there exists an to € Z(a) such that F,, is a 

n—1 dimensional submanifold of V. If F,. has strictly positive Gaussian curvature, then 

2n @™* is a p-zero divisor forp > ==. 

Proof: Let 4 be a smooth nonzero mass density on the closure of F;, in R", 0 #4 7 € Z”. 

It is shown in [9] that 

- —2=1 
[A(n)| < Cln|~ >. 

Now proceed as in the theorem. QO 

Now we will show that Cohen’s conjecture cannot be extended to any p > 2, in the case 

: : . . . 2 
G torsion free abelian. Let p > 2 be given and pick an integer n such that 2 < =* < p. 

Let 

2n 
  a(24,...,2n) = 

-l1 12 4 y—~ pL +") 

14



SO O(21,.--,2n) € CZ”, &(t,....tn) = + — Di) costy. Near (0,...,0,%), Z(a) is of 

the form {(t,g(t)) | t € U}, where U is a bounded open set containing 0 in R"~',t = 

(t1,.--.tn—1) and g(t) = cos7!(24=4 — S271 cos t,). A computation shows that the rank of 

the matrix (F42) isn —1att=0, thus Z(a) has strictly positive curvature. Therefore, 

a(21,...,2,) is a r-zero divisor for r > oe. 

We conclude this chapter by giving an application to the theory of trigonometric series. 

It is well known that closed sets with strictly positive Haar measure on T” are sets of 

multiplicity; however, not much is known about the uniqueness or multiplicity of a closed 

set if it has measure zero. 

Proposition 3 If 0 4 a€ CZ", then Z(a) has Haar measure zero. 

Proof: — It follows from [1] and proposition 1 that T?[a] = L?(Z"). The proposition now 

follows from theorem 7.2.9 [13]. 0 

  For n > 2, we saw above that {(t1,...,tn) | 4+ = f.1 cost,} is a set of measure zero 

that is also a set of multiplicity. In chapter 4 we saw that Z(z1 —z,) is a set of uniqueness. 

Hence, the multiplicity of a set of measure zero may depend on the geometry of the set.



Chapter 6 

A measure theoretic approach 

Why a measure theoretic approach to Cohen’s conjecture? Suppose f € L1(G) and 

we want to determine whether f is a 2-zero divisor. If X = T?[f*], then proposition 1 

says that f is a 2-zero divisor if and only if X # L*(G). The question now becomes when 

is X = L*(G)? The abelian case is taken care of by theorem 7.2.9[13], which says that 

X = L?(G) if and only if the Haar measure of Z(f) on the dual group of G equals zero. We 

now proceed to generalize this theorem to include the noncommutative case. 

Let y € Gand f € L?(G). Right translation of f by y is a unitary representation of G on 

L?(G). This representation is known as the right regular represtation of G and is denoted by 

p. A commutative set P of projections on a Hilbert space is a Boolean algebra of projections 

if it contains the zero projection, the identity projection 1, and contains along with any P 

and S$, the projections 1— P and PS. It is complete if, along with any subfamily P’ of P, 

P contains the projection which is the least upperbound of P’. Let P be a projection on 

L*(G) and denote by B(P) a maximal complete Boolean algebra that contains P. Given 

a direct integral {, H-du(r), where (A,M, ) is a standard measure space and {H,} is a 

measurable field of Hilbert spaces on A, define a function Q from the measurable subsets 

of A to [, H,-dp(r) by 

Q(E) = {f | supp f C F}. 

Q is known as the projection valued measure associated to [, H-du(r). By theorems (2.8 

[10], 1.2 [11]) there exists a standard Borel space (A,), a measure field {H,} of Hilbert 

spaces on A, a measurable field {x,} of unitary representations of G, and an isometry 

U: L(G) f, H,dp(r) , such that 

16



1. Up(2z)U7' = | n-(x)du(r) for x € G; 
A 

2. almost all of the {7,} are irreducible; 

3. to each projection S in B(P), there exists a Borel subset E of A such that S(L?(G)) 

is unitarily equivalent to Q(E), where Q is the projection valued measure associated 

to / H,dp(r). 
A 

Let f € L*(G) and set Z(f) = {r € A | (Uf)(r) = 0}. We are now ready to prove the 

following generalization of theorem 7.2.9[13]. 

Theorem 4 Let f € L*(G). The right translates of f span L?(G) if and only if for each 

direct integral decomposition f , H,dp(r) of the right regular representation of G into irre- 

ducibles, u(Z(f)) = 0. 

Proof: Let X = T*[f] and suppose that X 4 L?(G). Let P be the projection associated 

with X,and let [, H-du(r) be the direct integral decomposition of p such that the projection 

valued measure @ associated with [, H,-du(r) corresponds to B(P). Let E& be the Borel 

subset of A for which Q(£) is unitarily equivalent to P(L?(G)). Since (Uf) € Q(E), we 

see that (U f)(7) = 0 for r € A \ E, hence p(Z(f)) > 0, which proves necessity. 

To prove sufficiency, assume that there exists a direct integral [, H,d(7) decomposition 

of p, such that u(Z(f)) > 0. Let y be the characteristic function on Z(f), thus 

(f,U-!x) = I (Uf, x), du(r) = 0. 

Let P be the projection for which P(L?(G)) is unitarily equivalent to Q(A \ Z(f)). Then 

P £0, hence T?[f] 4 L*(G). Oo 

Let f € L?(G) and let P be the projection associated with T?[f]. Since either T*[f] = 

L?(G) or T?[f] # L(G), it follows that for each direct integral decomposition of p that 

corresponds to some B(P), either u(Z(f)) = 0 or u(Z(f)) > 0. So in practice if we want to 

determine whether the right translates of f span L?(G), we only need to find one B( P) and 

corresponding decomposition of p. 

17



Corollary 5 Let f € L'(G) and P the projection associated with T*[f]. Let [, H-du(r) be 

the decomposition of p that corresponds to some B(P). Then f is a 2-zero divisor if and 

only if u(Z(f*)) > 0. 

Proof: Use proposition 1. Oo 
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Chapter 7 

Free groups and zero divisors 

Throughout this chapter, F;, will denote the free group on k generators, where we will 

always assume that k > 2. What can we say about p-zero divisors for CF,? Peter Linnell [8] 

has shown that CF, \ 0 contains no 2-zero divisors. We will show in this chapter that this 

cannot be improved to any p > 2. We will prove this by first proving an analogue of lemma 

2. Using this we will construct an example of an element in CF, \ 0 that is a p-zero divisor 

for p > 2. 

Any element z of Fi, has a unique expression as a finite product of generators and their 

1 1 inverses, which does not contain any two adjacent factors aa~* or a~*a. The number of 

factors in z is called the length of x and is denoted by |z]. 

A complex valued function, f on F will be called radial if the value f(z),z € Fy, 

depends only on |z|. Let E, = {x € Fy | |x| = n}. The number of elements in E,, is 

|E,,| = 2k(2k — 1)"~!, to be denoted by e, from now on. Let yx, be the characteristic 

function on E,, (in group ring notation yn = )-jz|2n 2). Then every radial function has the 

form >. 9 GnXn, On € C. Let L?(F,) denote the radial functions contained in L?(F;,), and 

let (CF;), denote the radial functions contained in CF,, so L?( Fj) is the closure of (CF,), 

in L?(F,). Let w = ¥2k — 1. It is shown in chapter 3.1 of [5] that 

x1 *X1 = X2 + 2kx0, 

X1 * Xn = Xn+1 + w*VXn-1, n2 2, 

hence (CF,), is a commutative algebra which is generated by xo and xj. 

For f € L?( Fy), we shall say that f * y, is a radial translate of f. Set TR?|f] equal 

to the closure in L?(F;) of the set of linear combinations of radial translates of f. The 
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Hahn-Banach theorem says that TR?[f] = L?(F,) if and only if no nonzero continuous 

linear functional on L?(F;) vanishes on all radial translates of f. 

Let P,,,n € N, denote the polynomials on C defined by 

Po(z) = 1, Pi(z) = z, Po(z) = z? — 2k and 

Pr4i(z) = 2Pa(z) — w? Pa_i(z) forn > 2. 

For f = 329 dnXn € Li( Fy), in [12] Pytlik shows the following 

1 E={r+iyeC| (4) + (wz) < 1} is the spectrum of L}(F;). 

2. The Gelfand transform of f, denoted by f, is given by 

f(z) = Yo anPr(z), z € E. 
n=0 

Let Z(f) denote the set of elements in E such that f(z) = 0, where f € L1(F;). 

Proposition 4 Let f € Li(F,). If Z(f) =9, then TR'[f] = Li(F;). 

Proof: Suppose that TR'[f] # L1(F,). A slight modification of the proof of theo- 

rem 7.1.2 [13] shows that TR'[f] is an ideal in L1(F,). Let J be a maximal ideal in 

Li(Fj,) that contains TR'[f]. By basic Gelfand theory there exists a z9 in E, such that 

J = {g | 9(20) = 0}, a contradiction. Oo 

The converse of the proposition is also true. Before we prove this we will need some 

more definitions. 

Let f be a complex valued function on Fy, set an(f) = > Deck, J(2), and denote by 

P(f) the radial function 9 an(f)xn- Recall that E denotes the spectrum of L}(F;,). 

For z € E, we define an element in L°°(F;,), the space of continuous linear functionals on 

LN (Fe) [3], by oo 

bz = Ss” Pal2) 

n=0 

  

Xn- 

n 
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Observe that the ¢,’s are similar, in spirit, to the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of point mea- 

sures on T”. 

~ It follows from the linearity of the Gelfand transform that (x1 * xn) (z) = zP,(z) = 

P;(z)Pn(z). Since x1 generates (CF), we conclude that (Yn * Xm) (2) = Pn(z)Pm(z), for 

all n,m. Hence. multiplication of the characteristic functions on the E,,’s, corresponds to 

pointwise multiplication of the P,(z)’s on E. 

Proposition 5 Let f € L1(F,). If Z(f) #9, then TR [f] 4 L1(F,). 

Proof: Let z € Z(f), let y € Fy and set m = |y|. Note that 

(fur be) = (fy) (2) = (PF #9) 12). 

It follows from the first part of the proof of lemma 6.1 in [12] that P(f * y) = f * P(y), so 

we obtain 

(fy, dz) (Eo) + An y(z) 
j=0 

= =e “2 P;(z)Pm(2) 

Since @, vanishes on every translate of f, it vanishes on every radial translate of f. Hence, 

TRF] # LF). o 

Corollary 6 If z € Z(f), then f *¢, = 0. Thus if ¢, € L?(Fy), f is a p-zero divisor. 

Proof: Use proposition 1. oO 

The above corollary can be considered an analogue of lemma 2 and will be used to show 

that x, is a p-zero divisor for p > 2. Since X¥j(z) = z, we have that Z(y1) = 0. Hence, 

X1 * 9 = 0, where 

P,,(0 1 
bo = 52 nl) - Lor opt 

n=0 en 
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Let p be a real number. Since the number of elements in F;, that have length 2n is e2,, we 

obtain 

Pp _ = €2n 
S| ldo(9)| —~ Xu (2k _ 1)?" 

g EF; 

2 2k(Qk = 12271 
n=0 (2k — 1)p" 

2k 1 
  

~ 2k-—1 4 (2k - 1)n(p-2) 

Thus )o jer, |fo(9)|? < 0 if p > 2. Therefore, x; is a p-zero divisor for p > 2. 

Remark 1 The fact that ¢9 € L?(F,) for p > 2 1s a bit surprising, since the Fourter- 

Stieltjes transform of point measures on T” are not even in Co(Z”). 
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